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Abstract 

Liquid migration in woven fabrics was investigated by measuring the wicking coefficients of 

hydrophilic cotton and hydrophobic PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride) monofilament fabrics and some 

other fabrics. The coefficients of fabrics with cotton warp yarns were essentially equal along the weft 

direction but differed along the warp because of variations in the warp yarn crimps. Then factors 

affecting the liquid migration along weft direction were investigated, especially the effect of 

hydrophobic weft yarns, by using three different warp weave densities for fabrics with both cotton 

and PVDF weft yarns. The results showed that in the warp direction, liquid moved along longitudinal 

yarns and migrated to hydrophilic but not hydrophobic transverse yarns. In the weft direction, similar 

results were obtained for fabrics with cotton weft yarns. Fabrics with PVDF weft yarns, however, 

showed no migration through the longitudinal yarns, although liquid did move along the transverse 

direction of connected cotton warp yarns. The largest wicking coefficient was associated with the 

highest warp weave density. Liquid did not move through transverse yarns separated from one 

another. It is apparent that liquids can migrate along transverse, adjacent, in-contact hydrophilic 

yarns of fabrics incorporating longitudinal hydrophobic yarns. 
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Introduction 

Liquid transport is an important phenomenon in the processing and application of fibrous 

materials and significant attention has been focused on liquid wetting, wicking, transport and 

retention1. Wetting2, meaning the displacement of a solid-air interface by a solid-liquid interface, is 

of paramount practical importance in textile processing. In a broader sense, the term “wetting” can 

also be used to describe the replacement of a solid-liquid or liquid-air interface with a liquid-liquid 

interface, and also to describe a solid-air interface with a solid-solid interface.  

Wetting of textiles involves several primary processes: (a) immersion of a solid in a liquid, (b) 

capillary sorption, (c) adhesion between the liquid and the solid and (d) spreading of the liquid over 

the solid3. Wicking can only occur when the liquid wets the capillary spaces between fibres. 

Figure 1 shows capillary action along the horizontal direction, where the liquid viscosity is 

given as . Based on the Washburn equation4-5, the horizontal wicking distance of the liquid is given 

by 

 

  2/12/1
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,          (1) 

 

where L is the wicking distance, R is the equivalent radius of the capillary space, γ is the liquid-vapor 

surface tension, θ is the contact angle of the solid-liquid system, η is the liquid viscosity and t is time. 

According to Equation 1, a plot of L versus t1/2 should be linear and pass through the origin. The 

slope of the line, referred to as the wicking coefficient W, is given by Equation 2 and is determined 

by fitting the experimental data to Equation 1. 
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Figure 1. The main parameters associated with capillary action. 

 

To date, three main measurement methods have typically been applied to the analysis of wetting 

and wicking through yarns and fabrics. The first involves measuring the height of capillary flow as a 

function of time, using a colored liquid or CCD camera to monitor the flow6-13. The BS 342414, DIN 

5392415 and Byreck methods12 are based on this technique. The second approach consists of 

measuring weight variations or capillary forces with a microbalance during capillary wicking6, 16-17. 

The last technique uses liquid-sensitive sensors set at regular intervals along the fabric or yarn18-21. 

These liquid-sensitive sensors typically measure electrical capacitance, humidity or temperature 

variations. 

On the basis of these measurement methods, many studies23-27 on wetting and wicking of woven, 

knitted and nonwoven fabrics have been carried out. Ozturk et al.22 discussed the wicking effect of 

cotton-acrylic rotor spun yarn on the wicking of knitted fabrics and found the wicking abilities of 

yarns and fabrics increased with increases in the acrylic content of the blend and also with the 

thickness of the yarn. Yanilmaz et al.23 reported that tight-knitted structures had higher contact 

angles than slack structures owing to greater compactness of the surface and also that comfort 

parameters were significantly affected by the knitted structure. Wong et al.24 discussed the wetting 

and wicking behaviors of linens treated with low-temperature oxygen and argon plasma, using 

contact angles and upward and downward water wicking methods, while Nyoni et al.25 analyzed the 

wicking and liquid retention properties of high-performance woven fabrics and found that the 

heterogeneity of pore sizes, shapes and orientations affected the penetration of liquid into the yarn 

structure and hence the liquid-retention properties exhibited by textured continuous filament yarns. 



Mhetre et al26 carried out wicking experiments on a range of cotton and polyester fabrics, and 

showed that the wicking in fabrics was determined by the wicking behavior of the yarn, the thread 

spacing and the yarn migration rate. Zhu et al.27 discussed the effect of weave density on the wicking 

coefficients of a series of woven fabrics and obtained results showing that the wicking coefficients 

were decreased with increases in weave density. Moreover, Francois L et al. 28 investigated fabric 

imbibition characterization and subsequent evaluation of the optimal flow front velocity during resin 

injection through fibrous reinforcements, helpful to building more robust liquid composites 

processing. 

In previous studies, the effect of hygroscopic yarns on the wicking coefficient has been 

investigated and the wicking properties along the warp and weft directions have been examined. 

Fabrics with special functions, however, such as cloth diapers, require liquid water transport within 

the fabrics to proceed mainly along the longitudinal direction, which can be achieved by a 

combination of hygroscopic and hydrophobic yarns. It is therefore important to investigate the 

effects of hydrophobic yarns on the wicking coefficient. As PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride) 

monofilament is hydrophobic yarn which can be used for weaving, and the liquid migration can be 

investigated simply using this kind of yarn, in this study, the effects of hydrophobic yarns on liquid 

migration in woven fabrics were investigated, using PVDF monofilament as the weft yarn and 

comparing the result (in terms of the wicking coefficient) to those obtained when employing 

hydrophilic cotton as the weft yarn. Applying different weave densities, the effects of contact 

between adjacent warp yarns on the wicking coefficient of woven fabrics was discussed.  

 

Experimental 

Test apparatus 

The experimental trials were conducted using thermocouple array technology21, 27 to determine 

the relationship between wicking length and time at 20 ± 1 °C, 65 ± 2%RH. Figure 2(a) shows a 

diagram of the test apparatus, which was composed of 12 thermocouple measurement points set 5 



mm apart and placed on polystyrene foam for heat insulation. The thermocouples were made from 

copper and constantan element wires 0.1 mm in diameter29. One end of the fabric strip was clipped to 

a weight and, as the fabric absorbed water, changes in temperature were measured by the 

thermocouple array. Liquid used in this experimental was 20 ± 1 °C ion-exchanged water. Figure 

2(b) presents the entire measurement system, in which the free end of each thermocouple was 

connected to the data collection device, which was interfaced with a computer to collect and record 

data. 

 

Fabric samples 

The fabric samples used in this study were woven on a sample rapier loom, using hydrophilic 

cotton yarn as the warp yarn. A range of plain fabrics were woven by changing the weft yarns or the 

warp weave density. Table 1 gives the weaving parameters of each sample woven with the same 

warp yarn and weft weave density. Moreover, fabrics C-5, C-5a and C-5b were woven with the same 

weft yarn but different warp weave density. Different warp weave density was also used for fabrics 

M-1, M-1a and M-1b. Fabrics C-5, C/P-1, C/P-2 and P are used in previous study27. Two kinds of 

hydrophobic monofilament were applied: copper (brass) and PVDF. The moisture retention of the 

PVDF monofilaments is less than 0.1%30, and thus they are deemed sufficiently hydrophobic. As a 

kind of metal yarn, the moisture retention of the copper (brass) is 031, which is also deemed as 

sufficiently hydrophobic. 

The fabrics were first pretreated to remove adhesives and impurities that may have resulted 

from the manufacturing process. Pretreatment27 was accomplished by first immersing the fabric 

twice in an 80 ± 2 °C water bath, followed by immersion in a 80 ± 2 °C water bath containing a 

detergent (polyoxyethylene lauryl ether, EMULGEN 108; Kao Corporation, Japan) at a 

concentration of 1 g/10 L. The EMULGEN 108 is a kind of nonionic surfactants which is used for 

general cleaner, especially in fiber industry. Agitation was used with 30 times per minute. After each 



soaking, the fabric samples were washed carefully with water. Finally, the samples were dried under 

standard conditions for 24 h. 

 

Figure 2. Schematics of the test apparatus showing (a) fabric wetting and (b) thermocouple 

instrumentation. 

Test specimens27 20 by 3 cm in size were carefully cut from each fabric at varying locations 

along the warp and weft directions and were used to measure wicking length with respect to time. 

We tested eight samples in both the warp and weft directions of each fabric and thus obtained an 

average wicking coefficient and standard deviation for each fabric. 

 

Table 1. Weaving parameters of fabric samples 

Fabric 

sample 

Warp 

yarn 
Weft yarn 

Weave density (cm-1) Crimp (%) 

Warp Weft Warp Weft 

C-5 

100% 

cotton 

13tex 

(2/80S) 

100% cotton,13tex (2/80S) 

47.2 (120/inch) 

23.6 

(60/inch) 

17.4 3.4 

C-5a 28.3 (72/inch) 7.2 3.5 

C-5b 18.9 (48/inch) 5.5 7.3 

C/P-1 cotton: polyester=50:50, 19tex 47.2 (120/inch) 25.5 1.1 

C/P-2 cotton: polyester=50:50, 29.5tex 47.2 (120/inch) 25.8 1.5 

P 100% polyester, 29.5tex (2/40S) 47.2 (120/inch) 28.1 0.8 

Co 100% copper monofilament, ϕ0.1mm 47.2 (120/inch) 11.7 0 

M-1 
100% PVDF monofilament, 

(Polyvinylidene Fluoride), ϕ 0.165 mm 

47.2 (120/inch) 28.9 0 

M-1a 28.3 (72/inch) 30.7 0 

M-1b 18.9 (48/inch) 26.4 0 



 

Results and discussion 

Figure 3 summarizes the wicking coefficients of six woven fabrics (C-5, M-1, Co, C/P-1, C/P-2 

and P) with different weft yarns in the warp and weft directions. It can be seen that, along the warp 

direction, the wicking coefficients of these fabrics are different from one another. The wicking 

coefficient of the cotton (C-5) and copper (Co) fabrics are higher than those of the other fabrics 

along this direction. However, along the weft direction, these fabrics show almost the same wicking 

coefficient, regardless of the presence of hydrophilic or hydrophobic yarns.  

To investigate this phenomenon, the yarn crimp32 (c) in both warp and weft directions for these 

fabrics was calculated based on Equation 3, by measuring length of yarns obtained from a 100 mm 

length of fabric. 
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Here, lF is the distance between two points on a yarn as it lies in the fabric and lY is the 

straightened distance of the yarn. 15 fabrics were measured in each directions and the average was 

obtained. 
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Figure 3. Wicking coefficients of woven fabrics of the same weave density with different weft 

yarns. 

 

The relationship between wicking coefficient and yarn crimp is shown in Figure 4, from which 

it is evident that, in the warp direction, increasing the yarn crimp will decrease the wicking 

coefficient. There is a linear relationship between the two parameters with a correlation coefficient of 

–0.897, which means that there is high correlation between the warp yarn crimp and the wicking 

coefficient. These results demonstrate that the wicking coefficient varies with the application of 

different yarn crimps, which leads to wicking paths of differing lengths. Because the fabrics used in 

this experimental trial differed only in weft yarns, the warp yarn crimps were determined from the 

weft yarn diameters. The weft yarn diameter of the copper fabric (Co) was 0.1 mm, making it the 

finest of all the fabrics, thus it can be concluded that the copper fabric had the smallest warp yarn 

crimp and the highest wicking coefficient. In the case of the C/P-2 and P fabrics, the polyester fabric 

(P) incorporated a ply yarn which is more conducive to liquid migration even though the weft yarn 

density of the two fabrics were the same. 

 

 

Figure 4. Relationship between wicking coefficients of fabrics and yarn crimp in the wicking 

directions. 

R = -0.897
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Along the weft direction, at the same warp yarn and warp weave density values, the wicking 

coefficients of fabrics with different weft yarns are nearly the same and there is almost no variation 

in the weft yarn crimps. The wicking coefficient will be different according to the difference of weft 

yarns, though the weft yarn crimps are similar. Therefore, it is necessary to examine the factors 

affecting liquid migration along the weft direction, especially for those fabrics incorporating 

hydrophobic weft yarns. 

The factors that affect water transport along the weft direction were elucidated using a series of 

fabrics, applying three different warp weave densities (47.2, 28.3, 18.9/cm) woven with both 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic weft yarns (100% cotton or 100% PVDF monofilament) and the 

wicking coefficients of these fabrics were obtained. The results are shown in Figure 5. The 

anisotropy of liquid migration within fabrics in warp and weft direction can be obtained from Figure 

5; the same results were obtained in other study20. 

 

 

Figure 5. Wicking coefficients of different fabrics with different weft yarns or warp weave densities 

in both warp and weft wicking directions. 
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First, for the cotton fabrics (C-5, C-5a and C-5b), along the warp direction, the C-5 fabric 

exhibits the highest wicking coefficient, because the fabric has the highest warp weave density, 

leading to minimal yarn space and little liquid enough for accumulation to make a new reservoir and 

therefore rapid liquid transports results. In other study20, the wicking coefficient fell down with the 

increase of weave density. It depends on the range of the density and structure of yarn and fabric27. 

In order to show the liquid migration in cotton fabrics, the photographic images were taken by 

colored liquid along both warp and warp directions of these fabrics. The results of cotton fabrics in 

the warp direction are shown in Figure 6. When the liquid moves along the longitudinal yarns, the 

spaces between these yarns are filled with liquid. However, because the warp weave densities of 

C-5a and C-5b fabrics are smaller, the spaces between the warp yarns are larger than in the case of 

the C-5 fabric. As can be seen from Figure 6(b), the quantity of accumulated liquid in C-5a fabric is 

greater than in C-5, which results in lower wicking coefficients. For C-5b fabric, because the spaces 

are too large for liquid accumulation, liquid migrates only through warp yarns, and migrates from 

warp yarns to separated weft yarns. Therefore, the wicking coefficient of C-5b fabric is lower than 

C-5 fabric. 

 

       

(a)   (b)   (c) 

Figure 6. Liquid migration in cotton fabrics along the warp direction of (a) C-5, (b) C-5a and (c) 

C-5b fabrics. 

 

Along the weft direction, the wicking mechanism is the same as along the warp direction. Here, 

the weft yarns have the most significant effect on liquid transport and, because the weft weave 

densities are the same, the wicking coefficients are nearly equal. The wicking coefficient of the C-5b 



fabric is a little larger than those of the other fabrics because of the lower crimp associated with this 

fabric. 

It is also evident that, at the same weave density, different wicking coefficients result from 

different weft yarns, such as can be seen from examining the C-5 and M-1 fabric data shown in 

Figure 5. The wicking coefficients of cotton fabrics are thus larger than those of monofilament 

fabrics. This phenomenon can be explained by considering the fabric structures and the yarn crimps. 

Figure 7 portrays a longitudinal cross section of a plain fabric, with the liquid transport direction 

indicated by an arrow. Here, the liquid migrates along the longitudinal direction until it encounters 

the weft yarn, at which point the liquid will accumulate in the pores between longitudinal and 

transverse yarns. If the transverse yarn is hydrophilic, the accumulated liquid will act as a reservoir 

and will be wicked away by the yarn. However, if the transverse yarn is hydrophobic, the 

accumulated liquid also forms a reservoir but cannot be wicked away by the transverse yarn and 

therefore can only be transported along the hydrophilic longitudinal yarn. Moreover, as the 

monofilament cannot be compressed, the warp yarn crimp of a monofilament is greater than that of 

cotton yarn, as shown in Figure 4, which leads to a longer wicking path and hence decreases the 

liquid transport speed. Therefore, in this study, the wicking coefficients of cotton fabrics are higher 

than those of monofilament fabrics. 

 

 

Figure 7. Longitudinal cross section of a generic fabric, showing liquid accumulation in the pores. 

 

         



(a)                    (b) 

Figure 8. Liquid migration along the warp direction in (a) C-5b, (b) M-1b fabrics. 

 

Finally, based on the results obtained with monofilament fabrics (M-1, M-1a and M-1b) shown 

in Figure 5, it is evident that, regardless of the yarn direction, the wicking coefficient of the M-1 

fabric is the highest, followed by the M-1a and M-1b fabrics. Along the warp direction, liquid 

migration occurs primarily through the warp yarn and, as the warp yarn density decreases, the space 

between yarns increases, large quantities of accumulated liquid are generated and the wicking 

coefficient of the fabric is reduced. Compared with C-5b fabric, the warp yarns in M-1b fabric 

become flat, shown in Figure 8, which shorten the yarn space and liquid will still accumulate in the 

fabric. 

Along the weft direction, liquid cannot move through the longitudinal yarns, because those 

yarns are hydrophobic. Figure 9 shows the liquid fronts in the monofilament fabrics, from which it 

can be seen that the liquid front is straight and is positioned along the transverse yarns. These figures 

demonstrate that, along the weft direction, liquid can migrate in the transverse direction of the warp 

yarns if they are connected. Because the warp weave density of M-1 is the highest, providing the 

closest warp yarn arrangement, its wicking coefficient is the highest. The wicking coefficient of the 

M-1b fabric is nil, however, because the transverse yarns are separated from one another and 

therefore it can be concluded that liquid migration is possible in hydrophobic fabrics on the condition 

that the transverse yarn is hydrophilic and that adjacent yarns are in contact. 

 

     

(a)         (b)      (c) 

Figure 9. Liquid migration in monofilament fabrics along the weft direction in (a) M-1, (b) M-1a 

and (c) M-1b fabrics. 



 

Conclusion 

In this study, the effects of hydrophobic yarn on liquid migration in woven fabrics were 

investigated by measuring the wicking coefficients of various fabrics incorporating both hydrophilic 

and hydrophobic yarns with different weaving densities.  

The wicking coefficients of fabrics with the same weave density and cotton warp yarns but 

with different weft yarns were nearly the same in the weft direction but differed in the warp direction. 

To clarify this phenomenon, warp and weft yarns crimps were measured. Along the warp direction, 

there was a negative correlation between warp yarn crimp and wicking coefficient. In the warp 

direction, higher yarn crimps resulted in extended wicking paths for the liquid and therefore the 

wicking coefficient was reduced when the yarn crimp was increased. In the weft direction, the 

crimps were almost the same.  

To investigate the factors affecting liquid migration in the weft direction, especially for fabrics 

incorporating hydrophobic weft yarns, the wicking coefficients of three pairs of fabrics were 

measured and photographic images of the migration were obtained. Along the warp direction, liquid 

was seen to migrate along the cotton warp yarns, accumulating in the pores between longitudinal and 

transverse yarns when the pores are not too large for liquid to accumulate. The accumulated liquid 

can be considered to represent a new reservoir which, when coupled with hydrophilic transverse 

yarns, will allow migration to the dry yarns. However, the liquid will not migrate if it encounters 

hydrophobic transverse yarns.  

In the weft direction, the mechanism of liquid migration in cotton fabrics is the same as in the 

warp direction. Because the weft weave density was the same between test fabrics, the wicking 

coefficients were nearly the same. For fabrics with hydrophobic weft yarns, liquid cannot pass 

through the longitudinal yarns but migrates along the transverse direction of cotton warp yarns if 

they are connected. The highest wicking coefficient was obtained when the warp weave density was 

the highest. However, if the transverse yarns are separated from each other, liquid cannot transport 



through the yarns. Therefore, for fabrics with hydrophobic yarns in the longitudinal direction, liquid 

migrates by transverse, adjacent and in-contact hydrophilic yarns. 

In conclusion, the effects of hydrophobic yarns on the liquid migration in woven fabrics were 

clearly elucidated. The results of this study will be applicable to the future design of fabrics with 

special liquid migration requirements. 
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